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Donor milk is the standard of care for hospitalized very-low-birth-
weight infants when mother’s milk is unavailable.

Testing every milk donation for nutrient composition is costly and 
labour-intensive. 

Nutrient variability in donated milk complicates the production of 
a uniform pooled product by milk banks and thus the provision of 
adequate nutrition to promote optimal growth of infants. 

Machine Learning (ML) models for predicting donor milk 
macronutrient content, focused on fat and protein.

Samples of donor milk were from the Rogers Hixon Ontario 
Human Milk Bank. A baseline model was established using 
lactation stage and infant gestational status.
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ML models were much more accurate than baseline at both the 
individual-donation and pool-level. This allows for optimizing 
which donations should be placed together in donor milk pools. 
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Create combinations of variable 
groups to be used as input data

1. donation
2. donor 
3. pumping 
4. donation + donor
5. donation + pumping
6. donor + pumping
7. donation + donor + pumping

Train different ML models on 
input data

1. Ordinary least squares 
regression

2. Lasso-Least-Angle 
regression

3. Random forest regression
4. Gradient boosting 

regression

Make predictions for donations 
and their associated pools 

• 4 different models on 7 
different combinations of 
variables

donation

donors   

pumping
practices

Variable Groups

FIGURE 2 Protein content prediction error of the machine learning models and baseline for (A) individual donation–level predictions and (B)
pool-level predictions. Data are presented as average mean absolute error ± SD across the 10 train-test sets. For individual donation–level
predictions, the reduction in prediction error from the baseline was statistically signi!cant, except for the ordinary least squares regression
models with donation + pumping, donor + pumping, and donation + donor + pumping variables. For pool-level predictions, all models produced
a statistically signi!cant reduction in the prediction error relative to the baseline. Signi!cance was set at P < 0.05. A. Individual donation-level
predictions; B. Pool-level predictions.

machine learning models. Tree-based models trained on either
donation data or both donation and donor data were
most accurate in predicting crude protein, although linear
models performed with comparable accuracy. Fat content was
more dif!cult to predict; our machine learning models did
not signi!cantly improve prediction error compared to the
baseline approach at either the individual donation or pool
level.

All crude protein prediction models, including the baseline,
had a clinically acceptable error (<0.250 g/dL) at both the
individual donation and pool levels. Our best models had a
prediction error of !0.1 g/dL, which is on par with, and even
slightly below, the measurement error associated with the Miris
milk analyzer (24). For fat, all models were able to meet the
clinical acceptability threshold (0.5 g/dL) but did not reduce
the error signi!cantly below this threshold. Fat may have been
more dif!cult to predict due to both measurement challenges
(25) and the fact that it is naturally more variable than protein
(11). It may be possible to improve fat predictions by increasing

the size of the data set to better model the in"uence of different
variables.

Combining data sources (e.g., donation + donor + pumping)
did not improve model performance and in some cases
degraded performance (e.g., ordinary least squares regression
for individual donation prediction). In addition, between the 3
variable groups used (donation, donor, and pumping data), we
did not observe that a particular data group was signi!cantly
more predictive than another. Thus, our results suggest that a
milk bank interested in predicting macronutrient content can do
so feasibly by using donation and donor data variables that are
readily available, such as donor age, days pumped postpartum,
and baby status (term compared with preterm). The extra effort
of surveying donors to collect pumping and other additional
data may not be necessary.

We observed that prediction error for both crude protein
and fat is always lower at the pool level than at the individual
donation level. Although this observation was made in a model
where 89% of the pools contained 4 or more donations, we
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A trial of a two-step predict-optimize model is underway at the 
Rogers Hixon Ontario Human Milk Bank.


